
List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6132004 ENGLISH CE004#

6132006 ECONOMICS CA002#

6132014 BIO.SC. CA001$

6132020 HISTORY CA008#

6132021 COMMERCE CE003#

6132022 BIO.SC. CA006#CE002#

6132023 GEOGRAPHY CA007#

6132024 GEOGRAPHY CA004#

6132028 ECONOMICS CA001$

6132033 BIO.SC. CA008# BC010#

6132036 CIVICS CA002#

6132038 COMMERCE BC009#

6132041 ENGLISH CA017#

6132059 MATHEMATICS BC004#

6132061 URDU PH008#CE005#

6132065 ENGLISH CE008#

6132066 HINDI SC001$

6132067 HINDI CE004#

6132077 PHYSICAL SC. CA010#CE004#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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6132078 MATHEMATICS CE006#

6132081 ECONOMICS BC005#

6132084 ISLAMIC ST. CE003#

6132085 HISTORY PH002#

6132088 ENGLISH CA012#

6132089 ENGLISH CA015#

6132090 ISLAMIC ST. CE002#

6132093 HISTORY CA005#CE001$

6132100 GEOGRAPHY BC004#

6132104 GEOGRAPHY CA002#

6132109 COMMERCE CE002#

6132110 CIVICS CA007#

6132115 BIO.SC. CA005#

6132117 ECONOMICS BC010#

6132137 ENGLISH CA005#

6132149 HISTORY CA006#

6132153 ENGLISH CA011#

6132154 URDU DS001$

6132160 ENGLISH CA018#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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6132161 GEOGRAPHY CA001$

6132164 ENGLISH CA008#CE003#

6132167 PHYSICAL SC. CA005#

6132170 URDU CA010#

6132174 COMMERCE CE009#

6132177 PHYSICAL SC. CA001$ BC001$

6132185 URDU DS005#

6132188 PHYSICAL SC. CE001$

6132192 URDU CE007#

6132197 BIO.SC. CA010#

6132198 HINDI CE006#

6132204 HINDI CE001$

6132208 CIVICS CA010#

6132226 HINDI CE003#

6132229 CIVICS BC010#

6132232 PHYSICAL SC. CE005#

6132236 HINDI CE002#

6132245 PHYSICAL SC. CA003#

6132250 HOME SCIENCE CA005#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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6132255 MATHEMATICS CA010#

6132257 ENGLISH CA020#

6132258 HISTORY CA003#

6132265 CIVICS CA009#

6132266 ENGLISH BC006#

6132270 URDU CE001$

6132288 COMMERCE CE001$

6132292 GEOGRAPHY BC009#

6132293 CIVICS PH001$

6132295 PHYSICAL SC. BC002#

6132296 HOME SCIENCE CA004#

6132299 ENGLISH CA003#CE001$

6132314 ENGLISH CA007#CE002#

6132315 BIO.SC. PH001$

6132316 GEOGRAPHY BC002#

6132318 GEOGRAPHY CA006#

6132319 COMMERCE BC007#

6132323 ECONOMICS CA003#

6132324 CIVICS CA001$ BC002#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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6132328 HISTORY CA001$

6132331 BIO.SC. BC008#

6132339 PHYSICAL SC. BC004#

6132346 COMMERCE BC006#

6132357 PHYSICAL SC. CE007#

6132359 BIO.SC. CE009#

6132361 PHYSICAL SC. CA008#

6132362 BIO.SC. DS005#

6132366 ENGLISH PH010#

6132377 PHYSICAL SC. CE006#

6132379 MATHEMATICS CE003#

6132388 URDU CA002#

6132390 MATHEMATICS NC008#

6132392 CIVICS CA004#

6132394 ECONOMICS CA008#

6132395 URDU CA004#CE002#

6132402 MATHEMATICS CA002#

6132406 PHYSICAL SC. CE002#

6132412 ENGLISH CE007#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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6132415 ENGLISH PH003#

6132416 MATHEMATICS CA006#

6132429 HISTORY CE002#

6132446 HINDI CE005#

6132454 MATHEMATICS CA008#

6132458 BIO.SC. CE008#

6132461 HISTORY PH004#

6132462 URDU CA005#

6132468 URDU PH002#

6132486 HISTORY CA009#

6132493 URDU CA001$

6132505 PHYSICAL SC. PH001$

6132508 ENGLISH CA019#CE005#

6132521 COMMERCE CE007#

6132527 ECONOMICS CA006#

6132528 MATHEMATICS CE004#

6132541 MATHEMATICS NC001$

6132545 URDU CA007#

6132555 ENGLISH CA009#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6132560 URDU CA006#CE003#

6132566 GEOGRAPHY BC003#

6132572 COMMERCE BC008#

6132574 ENGLISH CA002$

6132584 ENGLISH CE006#

6132612 HISTORY CA002#

6132617 ISLAMIC ST. CE004#

6132619 ENGLISH CA006#

6132620 URDU PH005#

6132621 URDU PH001$

6132628 ENGLISH BC010#

6132636 COMMERCE BC005#

6132638 HOME SCIENCE CA001$

6132652 MATHEMATICS BC002#

6132653 COMMERCE CE008#

6132665 ECONOMICS PH002#

6132667 HISTORY CA010#CE003#

6132675 COMMERCE CE006#

6132683 BIO.SC. CE010#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6132695 BIO.SC. CA003# BC005#

6132696 PHYSICAL SC. CA009#

6132704 URDU PH007#

6132708 BIO.SC. CA002#CE001$

6132716 GEOGRAPHY CA010#

6132717 CIVICS CA008#

6132722 ENGLISH CA010#

6132724 URDU CE006#

6132730 ENGLISH CA004#

6132731 HISTORY CE004#

6132752 ENGLISH PH007#

6132756 ENGLISH CA016#

6132770 URDU CA008#

6132773 BIO.SC. CE006#

6132786 GEOGRAPHY CA009#

6132794 BIO.SC. CA009#CE004#

6132795 CIVICS CA005#

6132798 MATHEMATICS CA003#

6132802 PHYSICAL SC. CA002#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6132812 URDU CE004#

6132814 HOME SCIENCE CA003#

6132818 ENGLISH CA013#

6132827 BIO.SC. CA007#CE003#

6132830 ENGLISH PH006#

6132840 HOME SCIENCE CA002#

6132848 ECONOMICS CA009#

6132855 URDU CE008#

6132863 BIO.SC. PH002#

6132866 COMMERCE BC004#

6132869 ENGLISH CE010#

6132878 GEOGRAPHY CA008#

6132887 ENGLISH CA014#

6132897 ECONOMICS CA007#

6132908 ECONOMICS BC003#

6132910 COMMERCE CE005#

6132912 COMMERCE CE010#

6132917 URDU CA009#

6132949 PHYSICAL SC. CE009#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6132973 ISLAMIC ST. CE001$

6132978 MATHEMATICS PH004#

6132979 HISTORY PH006#

6132981 ECONOMICS PH001$

6132988 MATHEMATICS CA009#

6132995 GEOGRAPHY BC005#

6133006 MATHEMATICS CA001$

6133007 CIVICS NC002#

6133008 CIVICS BC005#

6133024 ENGLISH DS008#

6133035 PHYSICAL SC. CA006#CE003#

6133040 GEOGRAPHY CA005#

6133042 ECONOMICS CA005#

6133046 BIO.SC. CA004#

6133049 HINDI BC003# PH001$

6133054 HINDI BC004# PH002#

6133056 COMMERCE

6133061 CIVICS NC005#

6133063 URDU PH009#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6133064 MATHEMATICS ST001$

6133066 URDU BC003#

6133067 BIO.SC. DS007#

6133074 MATHEMATICS CA004#

6133078 ECONOMICS BC001$

6133081 ENGLISH CE009#

6133082 CIVICS PH002#

6133089 PHYSICAL SC. CE008#

6133096 HINDI BC001$

6133103 URDU BC009#

6133112 ECONOMICS BC007#

6133114 PHYSICAL SC. CA007#

6133119 MATHEMATICS NC005#

6133120 GEOGRAPHY BC007#

6133125 MATHEMATICS CE005#

6133130 ECONOMICS PH004#

6133131 HINDI PH006#

6133140 MATHEMATICS CE001$

6133143 ENGLISH BC007#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6133149 URDU PH004#

6133160 URDU BC007#

6133164 MATHEMATICS BC003#

6133167 ECONOMICS PH003#

6133168 CIVICS BC004# NC001$

6133170 URDU PH006#

6133171 MATHEMATICS NC010#

6133173 HISTORY PH001$

6133177 ENGLISH PH005#

6133179 HISTORY PH005#

6133181 HINDI PH007#

6133189 BIO.SC. CE005#

6133194 BIO.SC. CE007#

6133198 HINDI BC005#

6133200 URDU CA003#

6133202 GEOGRAPHY PH003#

6133208 URDU DS007# PH003#

6133218 HINDI BC002#

6133219 ECONOMICS BC004#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6133230 HINDI PH004#

6133232 COMMERCE BC002#

6133233 HINDI SC002# PH005#

6133238 BIO.SC. DS010#

6133244 HINDI BC007#

6133247 MATHEMATICS PH003#

6133252 COMMERCE BC003#

6133253 PHYSICAL SC. CE010#

6133260 URDU DS009#

6133267 HINDI BC010#

6133276 ENGLISH PH008#

6133292 MATHEMATICS CA005#CE002#

6133305 MATHEMATICS PH002#

6133316 HISTORY PH003#

6133325 ENGLISH PH004#

6133328 ECONOMICS BC002#

6133333 ECONOMICS BC009#

6133346 GEOGRAPHY BC010#

6133357 ENGLISH PH009#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6133361 CIVICS BC003#

6133371 MATHEMATICS PH001$

6133372 HISTORY CA007#

6133393 CIVICS NC004#

6133414 ENGLISH PH002#

6133423 GEOGRAPHY PH002#

6133432 COMMERCE CE004#

6133434 URDU BC004#

6133444 CIVICS NC003#

6133521 ENGLISH DS002#

6133522 PHYSICAL SC. DS004# BC009#

6133549 GEOGRAPHY BC006#

6133551 CIVICS CA006#

6133553 MATHEMATICS CA007#

6133556 ENGLISH DS003# BC002#

6133571 MATHEMATICS BC010#

6133576 ECONOMICS CA004#

6133584 PHYSICAL SC. CA004# DS007#

6133585 BIO.SC. BC001$

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6133588 CIVICS CA003#

6133600 ENGLISH CA001$

6133603 ENGLISH DS007#

6133615 HISTORY CA004#

6133619 ENGLISH DS009#

6133637 GEOGRAPHY CA003#

6133649 BIO.SC. DS006#

6133692 ENGLISH PH001$

6133693 GEOGRAPHY BC001$

6133695 HINDI PH003#

6133697 ECONOMICS BC008#

6133700 BIO.SC. BC009#

6133704 URDU DS008#

6133725 CIVICS BC006#

6133728 URDU BC001$

6133743 CIVICS BC009#

6133747 GEOGRAPHY PH001$

6133756 CIVICS BC008#

6133760 URDU DS003#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6133765 URDU BC010#

6133783 PHYSICAL SC. DS010#

6133787 BIO.SC. DS008#

6133791 ARABIC DS006# BC010#

6133799 PHYSICAL SC. BC005#

6133811 BIO.SC. DS002# BC003#

6133813 URDU DS004# BC008#

6133815 PHYSICAL SC. DS009#

6133817 CIVICS BC001$

6133822 ENGLISH DS006# BC008#

6133827 ENGLISH DS004# BC003#

6133828 MATHEMATICS BC001$

6133831 ARABIC BC001$

6133832 MATHEMATICS BC005#

6133837 ENGLISH DS010#

6133847 ENGLISH BC005#

6133856 ARABIC BC003#

6133859 MATHEMATICS BC008#

6133879 URDU BC006#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6133881 BIO.SC. DS001$ BC002#

6133886 PHYSICAL SC. DS002# BC006#

6133893 BIO.SC. DS004# BC007#

6133928 PHYSICAL SC. DS003# BC007#

6133942 BIO.SC. DS003# BC006#

6133968 COMMERCE BC010#

6133991 ENGLISH BC009#

6134021 HINDI BC008#

6134026 ENGLISH DS001$ BC001$

6134052 HINDI BC006#

6134066 MATHEMATICS NC004#

6134073 ARABIC DS009#

6134116 URDU BC005#

6134117 MATHEMATICS NC007#

6134118 COMMERCE BC001$

6134146 MATHEMATICS NC009#

6134152 ENGLISH DS005# BC004#

6134256 PHYSICAL SC. BC010#

6134320 BIO.SC. BC004#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6134368 PHYSICAL SC. BC008#

6134373 ARABIC BC006#

6134389 PHYSICAL SC. DS005#

6134416 URDU DS002# BC002#

6134418 ARABIC DS002# BC007#

6134424 MATHEMATICS BC007#

6134431 BIO.SC. DS009#

6134432 ECONOMICS BC006#

6134448 CIVICS BC007#

6134454 ARABIC DS007#

6134456 ARABIC DS003# BC008#

6134470 URDU DS010#

6134471 PHYSICAL SC. DS006#

6134472 PHYSICAL SC. DS001$ BC003#

6134474 ARABIC DS010#

6134480 URDU DS006#

6134485 ARABIC DS004#

6134487 MATHEMATICS BC009# NC002#

6134506 MATHEMATICS BC006#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

6134525 MATHEMATICS NC003#

6134532 ARABIC BC002#

6134544 MATHEMATICS NC006#

6134556 ARABIC DS005# BC009#

6134557 PHYSICAL SC. DS008#

6134570 HINDI BC009#

6134581 ARABIC BC004#

6134587 GEOGRAPHY BC008#

6134601 ARABIC DS001$ BC005#

6134612 ARABIC DS008#

CONTROLLER
30.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 


